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File Name: A6P Dear Teachers, Parents, and School Board 

Opinion/Argument 

Grade 6    

On-Demand Writing- Uniform Prompt 

 

Dear Teachers, Parents, and School Board, 

 

 The children in my class have been talking about the proposal that some of you have made 

which is whether or not our school should participate in the national “Shut Down Your Screen” week. I 

don’t think that if we did that, it would have a positive effect on the children in our school. There are a 

few reasons that we might want to participate but I weighed it out and I don’t think that we should 

participate. These are the reasons. 

 One reason that I don’t think that our school should participate in the national “Shut Down 

Your Screen” week is that when we can use computers, we can get assignments done faster during the 

school day so that we can move on to other things. For example, when you are given a task to type, if 

you write it by hand, it will take a much longer time then if we just decided to type it. If we are given 

an assignment that we have to do research on, we can usually get a lot more useful information from 

the internet then even from a book sometimes. Also, we will be able to move on to our next subject 

much faster because our research or typing will be finished. 

 Another reason that I don’t think we should shut down our screens for a week is because the 

Internet is the most reliable source for information. In the article “Is Google Making Us Stupid” it said 

the internet has the world’s best images, writing and ideas. That means that it will have better, more 

honest and reliable information than even a book. The internet lets us expand our range of thinking and 

see things in a different way from possibly someone else’s perspective. The internet’s information lets 

us think better and faster. Some people say that the internet is not helping us learn and not making us 

brilliant but I don’t believe that is the case. I’m only eleven years old and I have already learned things 

off the internet like how solar power works and how animals like dolphins survive so that is obviously 

a myth. Google and the internet gives us ready and free access to information on just about anything. 
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 The last reason that I think that we shouldn’t participate is because overall, calling, emailing, 

texting, or video chatting is more efficient. It takes less time and we are in the twenty-first century. We 

live in a time when it is a very normal thing to call or text someone instead of writing to them or just 

going to visit them. It might seem overwhelming and people might say that it is making us stupid but I 

find it fun and interesting to explore. I don’t think that I could go a week without music or TV! I 

couldn’t do it! I know for certain people this might not be the route that they want to take and that is 

fine but this world is only going to get more tech-like, it really is. 

 As you can see, these are the reasons that I believe that we shouldn’t participate in the “Shut 

Down Your Screen” week. 

 

         Your friend, 

 

! !
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File Name: A7P Dear Teachers 

Opinion/Argument       

Grade 7 

On-Demand Writing- Uniform Prompt 

 

Dear Teachers, 
 
I have recently begun learning about the “Shut Down Your Screen” week. This is a program where 

kids in school and out of school don't use any electronics for one week. Everyone in your school would 

participate. This is a way to save the way we think and try something new. My question is, should we 

participate in the national “Shut Down Your Screen Week?” I think it would be a good idea for many 

reasons. 

 First, I think we should participate because using too much technology affects the way we think 

and behave. In the article Attached to Technology and Paying a Price by Matt Richtel  it gives many 

scientifically proven facts that using technology too much affects the way we think. If you are juggling 

e-mail, phone calls and other incoming information it can lose people’s focus. Also as the text states, 

“The stimulation provokes excitement that researchers say can be addictive. In its absence, people feel 

bored.” This means that people can become addicted and when not using technology become bored 

with things they used to love to do. 

 Another reason I think we should participate in this program is because using technology while 

doing something else (multitasking) really just creates more trouble focusing. Scientists did an 

experiment where they took someone that multitasks and someone that doesn’t. It was proven that even 

though the multitasker multitasks more, they did a worse job than the other person. Therefore 

technology and multi-tasking does nothing for you. 

 Another reason I think we should participate is it puts a bad toll on children. Some people may 

say that playing a video game or watching a movie with your family helps to bond with family. That 

may be true, but you can get addicted and not want to do anything else. “Lily, a second grader, is 

allowed only an hour a day of unstructured time, which she often spends with her devices.” This shows 
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that kids are playing on devices and not outside or with friends. If we participate, we, the kids, can do 

other things and be more social. 

 Therefore, I think we should participate in the “ Shut Down Your Screen Week.”  Thank you 

for your time. 

 

    Sincerely,  

 
 

 

! !
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File Name: A8P Shut Down Your Screen 

Opinion/Argument    

Grade 8 

On-Demand Writing- Uniform Prompt 

 
Dear Teachers, 
 
 I believe that we should participate in shutdown your screen week. I think that everyone in the 

school should not use any electronics for one week. Since the invention of the computer, cellphone and 

other electronics, people have been using them more and more and more. These electronics have big 

upsides, you’re never alone if you have cell service and Facebook allows people to talk to multiple 

friends at once when they’re not in the same room, town, state, or country. But they also have their 

downsides. What makes us truly great is our ability to think deeply and focus, but when we use 

electronics or the internet we aren’t doing either of these things. In fact, using these things makes us 

think more shallow and focus less. I think that we should participate in  shut down your screen week. 

 One reason is that using electronics and multi-tasking causes focus problems, on and off 

computers. In Attached to Technology and Paying a Price by Matt Richtel, it says, “Scientists say 

juggling email, phone calls, and other incoming information can change how people think and behave. 

They say our ability to focus is being undermined by bursts of information.” This ability to focus is 

enormously important, it’s one of the things that we depend on almost every day. Like when you’re 

driving a car to work or flying a plane. If you’re distracted while doing one of these things it can have 

dire consequences for yourself and for others. Multi-tasking can also affect creativity, deep thought, 

causing problems for work and family life. By participating we could give people a chance to develop 

new habits of not using their phone or computer all the time. 

 A second reason that we should participate is that heavy multitaskers have trouble filtering out 

irrelevant information on and off the computer. In Attached to Technology and Paying the Price by 

Matt Richtel it says the multitaskers “had trouble filtering out the blue ones – the irrelevant 

information.” If we participated, we could give these people a chance to develop new habits that would 
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help them filter out irrelevant information and only pay attention to the things that are important. For 

example, if someone’s playing with their daughter, they would check their email every time they 

received an email instead of focusing on playing with their daughter. 

 Now, some people say that we shouldn’t participate because technology makes you smarter, 

why stop doing something that’s helping yourself. In an imaging study by Dr. Small, he found that 

“Internet users showed greater brain activity than nonusers, suggesting they were growing their neural 

circuitry.” While they may be growing their neural circuitry, they were also changing a characteristic 

of the brain that was thought to be unchangeable, the ability to only process one stream of information 

at a time. This ability allows humans to think deeply, an important characteristic in todays society. By 

changing it, they were preventing themselves from having the ability to think deeply. 

 Technology is a new thing, and it has many advantages and conveniences. But for many it 

becomes more than a convenience, it becomes an obsession. For this reason I believe that we should 

participate in shut down your screen week, to give people a chance to make new habits  and make 

technology a convenience again, not a necessity. 
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File Name: A 9-10P High School Should Not Participate 

Opinion/Argument    

Grade 9-10 

On-Demand Writing- Uniform Prompt 

High School Should Not Participate 
 

To whom it may concern: 

 

 L_______________High School  should not participate in the national “Shut Down Your 

Screen Week.” Technology can be beneficial, especially to students. A vast majority of students finds 

it helpful to have access to technology. Technology makes quicker, more efficient work. Without the 

advancements of technology, we are no farther along than school children in the 1960’s. 

 The internet and social media, such as Facebook, improve the social lives of those who use it. 

In the article Information, Communication and Society, a survey found that whether the participants 

were married or single, people who used social media had more close friends. An average American 

who uses social media is half as likely to be socially isolated. They also know more diverse people. 

Also, users of social media never lose ties because of relocating, because you can always keep your 

friends on social media. 

 Internet search engines allow us better access to information. In my experience, information is 

far more accessible and quick than searching through books. That allows for time to complete other 

class assignments. According to Peter Norvig, director of research for Google, Inc., in an article for the 

New York Times, “The internet contains the world’s best writing, images, and ideas; Google lets us 

find the relevant pieces instantly.” Some argue that ads and irrelevant sites may be distracting, but 

more find that the benefits are worth it. Eighty-one percent of experts polled by the Pew Internet 

Research Project  support this opinion. 

 The internet also makes a good learning tool. In an article by Matt Richtel for the New  York 

Times, he proves that it helps our brains. “Imaging studies show the brains of Internet users become 
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more efficient at finding information.” Basically, the more we use online resources to learn, the better 

our brains become at learning. Also, in the same article, it says, “Internet users showed greater brain 

activity than non-users…” The internet even develops our brain to think more! Technology is 

improving our brains. 

 I have heard it argued that children “rot” their brains with video game systems. In the 

previously mentioned article by Matt Richtel, he says, “At the University of Rochester, researchers 

found that players of some fast-paced video games can track the movement of a third more objects on a 

screen than nonplayers…games can improve reaction time and the ability to pick out details amid 

clutter.” It seems that the more people play fast-paced video games, the more efficient they become at 

finding important details. These games may not be so “brain rotting “ after all. They could even be 

argued as beneficial. 

 Some also argue that because of new technologies, people limit how much they associate 

together, even in the same area. Social media disproves this argument. Not only can people associate 

easily with friends, they can also chat with relatives. They can also show relatives photos, even if they 

are states away. People who use social media are more likely to know more diverse people, according 

to the article by Keith Hampton. People still associate with people  just as much as before, if not more. 

They are merely doing it in a different manner than before social media was in use. 

 Cyber bullying has now become an issue. I would like to bring to attention that all bullying is a 

big issue. I do not think that technology has caused bullying. It has just allowed for a new way to bully 

someone. I have never been cyber-bullied. I personally was bullied in a face-to-face manner. A bully 

will take any chance to bully a target. Social media has not caused bullying. 

 Like most tools, technology is useful if used correctly. Work quality on a computer can be 

better, because people have more time to check over their work and improve it. Unfortunately, some 

people are lazy, and use that extra time they could use for editing for other things. That is not a 

problem with the tools, it is a problem with the people. People who use such technology correctly and 

efficiently should still have access. If our screens are shut down, there is no access. We should not 

participate in “Shut Down Your Screen Week.” 

 

      Sincerely, 
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File Name: A 9-10P To Teachers and Whom It May Concern 

Opinion/Argument    

Grade 9-10 

On-Demand Writing- Uniform Prompt  

 

To Teachers and Whom It May Concern: 

 

  A proposal has been brought to the school board concerning the possibility of participating in 

“Shut Down Your Screen Week,” a movement in which students do not use any electronic media for a 

seven day duration. Technology and electronic media have been shown to have a variety of negative 

impacts on people, especially youth. For this reason, I believe that participating in “Shut Down Your 

Screen Week” would benefit our students in a variety of ways. 

 There are many negative impacts of electronic media upon our students, but among the most 

severe is its effects on the brain. According to the article, “Attached to Technology and Paying a 

Price,” technology is “rewiring our brains.” Technology has been proven to have significant effects on 

the way brains take in and process information. That’s not surprising considering people use an 

average of 12 hours a day (one half of every day) of media each day. The brain behaves hyperactively 

while using electronic media, as it is presented with a “deluge of data.” This hyperactivity transfers 

into one’s daily life, causing troubles focusing, forgetfulness, and boredom. A break from social media 

and technology would help students become more focused and attentive, giving their brains a break 

from technology. 

 Additionally, students could better obtain information without technology or social media. 

High-result-yielding search engines are not the most productive way for students to take in 

information. When a brain is using a computer, it is taking in a great amount of information quickly. 

According to the article, “Is Google Making Us Stupid?” deep thinking “happens only when our minds 

are calm and attentive.” With an overload of information, the brain is not at all calm and does not 

deeply interpret information.  Although search engines like Google may present much information, 
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with its use, little information will be internalized, and little knowledge will be gained. During a week 

without technology, students could gain and truly internalize knowledge. 

 I do understand that there are many benefits of technology in education. I understand that 

technology can help students efficiently find information, and technology has even shown signs of 

“growing neural circuitry” in brains, according to “Attached to Technology and Paying the Price.” 

Additionally, according to the article “Is Google Making Us Stupid?’ the efficiency of search engines 

“outweigh the distractions.” Due to the positive aspects of technology and social media, I would not 

suggest that the school remove technology or social media for good. I believe that, since technology is 

so addictive, it would be beneficial to students to experience a week without it. During this time, 

students would be more focused, attentive, and better internalize information, along with innumerable 

other benefits. 

 

 Thank you for your time, and I hope that you will consider my proposal. 

 
 

! !
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File Name: A 11-12P Proposal to Shut Down Screen 

Opinion/Argument    

Grade 11-12 

On-Demand Writing- Uniform Prompt 

 

Proposal to Shut Down Screen 

To whom it may concern: 

 A group of parents, and some teachers, have made a proposal to the school board. They would 

like the school to participate in the national “Shut Down Your Screen Week.”  A week without any 

electronics is what parents believe the school needs. Technology is a big contradiction. It is useful with 

all the tools it has, yet it can be a distraction, or addicting. Our school should participate in the national 

“Shut Down Your Screen Week” because of the following issues with technology. 

 “Based on a representative survey of 2,500 Americans…those who used social media had more 

close confidants,” says Keith Hampton. Facebook, Twitter, and other social media allow people to 

connect with each other and have social interactions, but through the web. The web, or a phone, that 

allows people to be more social is a major issue today. Kids, especially high school students, feel no 

need to talk to a friend in person. They can just text them. The problem with Facebook, or texting, is 

that people interact differently than they would in person. Cyberbullying is one of the biggest issues 

with the web today. People say things on the web that they wouldn’t say to the person’s face. Bullies 

feel safe when hidden behind a screen. Whether or not the survey of 2,500 people was accurate, it still 

did not account for the differences in interactions for media and in person. Having no electronics for a 

week would allow students to see that difference. 

 Although technology allows students to do research, that research isn’t helping students to do 

strategic and logical thinking. “What really makes us intelligent isn’t our ability to find lots of 

information quickly. It’s our ability to think deeply about that information, “ says Nicholas Carr, 
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author of the book The Shallows: What the Internet is Doing to Our Brains. Brain scientists have 

researched and found out that deep thinking only happens with a calm mind.  “The greater our 

concentration, the richer our thoughts,” Nicholas Carr says. The internet is a useful search engine, but 

does not allow students to go deeply into thought. Google allows people to find anything by the click 

of a button. This isn’t the way students should learn. Nicholas Carr says, “If you’re really interested in 

developing your mind, you should turn off your computer and your cellphone – and start thinking. 

Really thinking.” 

 Technology can be distracting, but most of all it is addictive. Scientists say that using email, 

texting, or searching the web can change how someone thinks or behaves. “The stimulation [of 

technology use] provokes excitement – a dopamine squirt – that researchers say can be addictive. In its 

absence, people feel bored,” says Matt Richtel of the New York Times. Addiction to technology may 

not compare to the addiction of certain drugs, but being a student who is addicted to something that 

creates different social interactions, and doesn’t allow deep thought, could be very bad. “In 2008, 

people consumed three times as much [technology] each day as they did in 1960,”  Matt says.  This 

rate has already increased, and a break from it wouldn’t be a bad thing. Researchers worry that 

constant digital stimulation like this creates attention problems for children with brains that are still 

developing, who already struggle to set priorities and resist impulses,” Matt says. Students in high 

school, or even in college, have brains that are still developing. A week off from the technology would 

allow these students to develop skills, with their growing brains, that could be used instead of 

electronics. 

 Our school should start participating in the national “Shut Down Your Screen Week.” It would 

allow students to see the difference in social interactions of electronics and in person.   The week 

would allow students to go into deep thought and understand subjects and ideas that Google cannot. 

Lastly, technology is addictive and a break is what students need to understand the consequences of it 

being addictive. By our school doing this national movement, we could change the way school is 

taught to better help each and every student. 
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